
LAND & ACTIVITY EXPERICENCE MICE 
HUMAN TABLE FOOTBALL 
TCM 213  

 

If you are looking for an ctivity which might foster competition but even cooperation between teams, Human Table 

Football is for sure the appropriate solution for your business meeting. At Cala Ponte Hotel, the out-door football 

pitch is adapted with ropes. four for each team of 8 persons, which links clients as in a real table-top. One rope for 

the goal -keeper, one for the two side-backs, one for the three midfielders and the last one for the two strikers. 

Players should respect the rules of the game as in well-organized company. They can never detach hands form the 

rope, never touch the ball with their hands, they cannot jump to reach the ball and hold the ball for longer period; 

no physical contact is allowed. The activity is up for a team of 16 per match of 90 minutes each. The golden ball and 

the golden goal are even used in the match. The golden ball is at disposal of each team and can be thrown by one of 

the players who is outside the pitch whenever he reputes the right time to help his team to score the goal. It is 

possible to manage a tournament of a maximum of 4 teams in a day (32 persons), so it is introduced the golden goal 

when the match is in a tie, but only the goal-keepers can kick the penalties while all players are fixed motionless in 

the pitch. We can accompany this competition with DJ entertainment or combine with a lunch or a BBQ show 

cooking. There is the possibility to print the logo of the company on the football jersey or sneakers on request.  

Estimated Total time for the activity 3 hours per tournament in a day  

Minimum 16 participants  
PRICE PER PERSON – starting from 

                 
                 € 30,00 + VAT 22%  

Minimum 28 participants  
PRICE PER PERSON – starting from 

                 
                 € 25,00 + VAT 22%  

BBQ standing – minimum 24 pax  
Grilled station, Salad and Vegetable Station, Bread and Focaccia Station, 
Fruits, 1/2 water; 1/4 wine; the or coffee    

               
 
                 € 35,00 + VAT 10% 

DJ set – service included 
Siae excluded approx € 190,00 

               € 600,00 + VAT 22% 

 

EVERY DAY UPON AVAILABILITY 

CALA	PONTE	HOTEL	


